ABSTRACT There are many decisions which are usually made heuristically both in single object tracking (SOT) and multiple object tracking (MOT). Existing methods focus on tackling decision-making problems on special tasks in tracking without a unified framework. In this paper, we propose a decision controller (DC) which is generally applicable to both SOT and MOT tasks. The controller learns an optimal decision-making policy with a deep reinforcement learning algorithm that maximizes long term tracking performance without supervision. To prove the generalization ability of DC, we apply it to the challenging ensemble problem in SOT and tracker-detector switching problem in MOT. In the tracker ensemble experiment, our ensemble-based tracker can achieve leading performance in VOT2016 challenge and the light version can also get a state-of-the-art result at 50 FPS. In the MOT experiment, we utilize the tracker-detector switching controller to enable real-time online tracking with competitive performance and 10× speed up.
I. INTRODUCTION
Object Tracking is a fundamental problem in video analysis that has been extensively studied for decades. It has two standard tasks, Single Object Tracking (SOT) and Multiple Object Tracking (MOT). SOT is to track an arbitrary object in a video, given the target's initial location in the first frame of the video. MOT aims at locating multiple objects, maintaining their identities, and yielding their individual trajectories. Object tracking finds applications in many important scenarios such as security, surveillance, autonomous driving, traffic control, human-computer interaction and robotics, etc.
SOT is a highly popular research problem in computer vision area and many algorithms have been proposed for SOT [1] - [4] . These different trackers can complement each other and combine to perform better by appropriate ensemble methods. We can get a powerful ensemble tracker for the semi-supervised tagging system or speed-insensitive tasks, but we do not have an effective method for trackers ensemble. Recent MOT methods have focused on the tracking-by-detection strategy [5] - [7] . This strategy is very
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time-consuming for detecting all objects in every frame, and is thus difficult for real time online applications. An alternative method, called tracking-by-interval-detection, detects in one frame and performs SOT of each object on subsequent frames. Despite the higher speed, this method has decreased tracking performance if fixing the detection interval. To this end, a controller is needed to decide when to switch tracking to detection in MOT.
In this paper, we propose a novel decision controller (DC) based on deep reinforcement learning to make decisions in tracking process. It is inspired by the successes of deep reinforcement learning in computer vision tasks such as game control and visual attention [8] , [9] . Our method is generally applicable in tracking tasks, and can be extended to tracker ensemble task in SOT and tracker-detector switching task in MOT. We formulate the two tasks as a consecutive decisionmaking process. Given image or feature map of the image, the controller is used to decide which is the best decision at each frame in video.
For the tracker ensemble task in SOT, the controller can choose the better tracker and update the weighted bounding box information at every frame. Our method learns a general policy to estimate the quality of different trackers and weighted sum the outputs of candidate trackers according to the quality. Experimental results, in Fig. 1 , show that the controller chooses the optimal tracker at each frame, instead of using the naive average result of candidate trackers directly. Our ensemble-based tracker can achieve leading performance on multiple benchmarks and improve the result of candidate trackers by a large margin. Moreover, the light version can run at real time with state-of-the-art performance.
FIGURE 1.
Qualitative results of the proposed ensemble controller and the candidate trackers on some challenging sequences in VOT2016 (book, Fernando, girl). The ensemble controller chooses the optimal tracker at each frame, instead of using the average result of candidate trackers directly or simply choosing the same tracker all the time.
For the tracker-detector switching task in MOT, the interval of detection is controlled intelligently by our proposed DC module in tracking-by-interval-detection framework. The controller makes switching decision when the result tends to drift, and can reduce identity switches in MOT. Our switching controller can switch adaptively in contrast to the trackingby-interval-detection baseline. Our method learns a general policy to estimate the quality of tracker's result in MOT and effectively solves the tracker-detector switching problem. The online MOT framework based on our proposed controller is 10× faster than traditional tracking-by-detection framework [5] with competitive performance.
The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We propose a novel decision controller (DC) based on deep reinforcement learning for object tracking. It is a general method that can facilitate both multiple object tracking and single object tracking tasks.
• We extend the basic DC to tracker ensemble controller. In SOT experiment, our ensemble-based tracker can obtain an Expected Average Overlap (EAO) of 0.3942 in VOT2016 [3] challenge and the light version can get an EAO of 0.3516 at 50 FPS.
• We extend the basic DC to tracker-detector switching controller which adaptively decide when to switch tracking to detection in MOT. It enables real time tracking with better performance.
II. RELATED WORK
Object tracking is intensively studies in computer vision area and numerous methods have been proposed in recent years. Since our main contribution is a decision controller for both SOT and MOT task, we give a brief review on three closely related directions: Single Object Tracking, Multiple Object Tracking and reinforcement learning in object tracking.
A. SINGLE OBJECT TRACKING
Discriminant correlation filters (DCF) based trackers [10] - [16] have shown remarkable potentials in the object tracking society because they can achieve an ideal tradeoff between accuracy and speed. Most of these methods [10] - [13] use handcrafted features and some [14] - [16] tend to combination of DCF framework and CNN features. Inspired by the success of deep learning, researchers in tracking community have started to focus on the deep trackers [17] - [22] that exploit the strength of convolutional neural network. Some works [17] - [19] follow the off-line training and online fine-tuning paradigm, which is somehow time consuming for real-time tracking. Some works [20] - [22] also use the Siamese network to build template matching based trackers without online updating, and achieve high tracking speed.
B. MULTIPLE OBJECT TRACKING
The most recent methods in MOT follow the tracking-bydetection paradigm, which takes the frame-wise detections as the input and links detections as the final trajectories. [6] , [23] - [26] use detections from past and future frames for batch processing, these methods formulate the MOT task as various optimization problems. Most of them are variants of graph segmentation problem and they need batch processing. In contrast, online MOT methods [27] - [29] do not rely on detections from future frames and use Hungarian Algorithm or minimum-cost-network-flow to solve a bipartite graph matching problem.
C. REINFORCEMENT LEARNING FOR OBJECT TRACKING
Recent researches on object tracking are influenced a lot by reinforcement learning, many methods based on reinforcement learning have been proposed for SOT and MOT tasks [28] , [30] - [32] . P-tracker [31] utilizes deep Q-learning network to performed random reinitialization when the tracker tends to drift. ADNet [30] attempts to adopt the tracking strategy controlled by pursuing actions trained by deep reinforcement learning. MDP [28] uses reinforcement learning to learn a similarity function for data association in MOT. Although they yield good performances with reinforcement learning algorithm on the benchmarks, they only focus on special parts of the tracking process. Instead, our approach is a generic model for tracking process which will improve the performance for both SOT and MOT task.
Specifically, we use the proposed decision controller to handle tracker ensemble task in SOT and tracker-detector switching task in MOT.
As for previous work on applying ensemble-based classification for tracking, those methods [33] , [34] are mostly discriminative trackers which treat tracking as a binary classification problem. SC-EBT [35] proposes a factorial hidden Markov model for ensemble-based tracking by learning jointly the unknown trajectory of the target and the reliability of each tracker in the ensemble. Unlike these methods, we formulate the tracker ensemble problem as a sequential decisionmaking process, and let the controller trained to maximize ensemble performance in one episode. The promising results demonstrate that our approach can outperform all trackers including other ensemble-based trackers in the VOT2015 and VOT2016.
Early works make efforts on real time online MOT framework which has practical value in the real world applications [36] , [37] . However, these work only achieve real time speed in low resolution videos with simple hand-craft feature. Recently, using powerful deep learning feature in trackingby-detection framework [5] - [7] largely improves the performance in MOT. However, these methods can only operate several frames per second. With our proposed decision controller, we can construct a real time online MOT framework based on existing methods with competitive performance which can be used in real world applications.
III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we first present the basic designs and properties of the proposed Decision Controller. Extension of the basic decision controller to handle the challenging tracker ensemble task and tracker-detector switching problem will be described in Section III-B and Section III-C, respectively.
A. DECISION CONTROLLER
In our work, we propose a decision controller to make decisions adaptively in tracking process. To be flexible, the decision controller is implemented as a convolutional neural network as shown in Fig. 2 . Our method is based on deep reinforcement learning, which consists of an agent, states S and actions A. The agent, i.e. the decision controller in our work, receives input information from environment and selects the action a ∈ A with highest probability in each state s ∈ S. The parameters θ of the deep neural network will FIGURE 2. The architecture of the proposed decision controller network. It receives input information (image patch or feature map) and output activation as decision probability to help the tracking process.
be optimized to maximize the expected reward. We formulate the tracking process as a decision-making process, and the reward signal r is related to the overlap between target and ground truth at every frame. In order to find the optimal choice, we ask our controller to maximize its expected reward, represented by η(θ ):
where γ ∈ [0, 1] is the discount factor, and T ∈ N is the length of tracking process. To solve this problem, we use REINFORCE rule [38] to iteratively update θ :
where
, and π θ : S × A → [0, 1] is parameterized stochastic policy, and an empirical approximation of the formula is
where N is the number of different tracking episodes that the controller trains in one batch, and we can update the parameters with the gradient by
In the training phase, we assume that actions are generated by a policy a t ∼ π θ (a t |s t ) which is modeled as a probability distribution in order to incorporate exploratory actions. In the inference phase, We feed-forward DC to get the probabilities of every action. Further strategies are applied to get the final decision, e.g. picking the action with the highest probability. As a generic model for tracking, our algorithm is trained offline and no online fine-tuning mechanisms are applied.
In the following sections, we will introduce how to extend the basic decision controller to handle the challenging tracker ensemble and tracker-detector switching problem.
B. TRACKER ENSEMBLE CONTROLLER FOR SOT
Single object tracking is a highly popular research area in computer vision community and many trackers have been proposed. Although there are so many powerful trackers, we don't have effective methods for model ensemble which can be used to get a powerful ensemble tracker for the semisupervised tagging system or speed-insensitive tasks. With the proposed basic decision controller, we can choose the better tracker at every frame, instead of using the average of trackers' result directly.
We use a Siamese-like network architecture, as shown in Fig. 3 , to solve SOT tracker ensemble task, which we call it ensemble controller. The ensemble controller has two input branches and uses a shared decision controller network for extracting the common representations from two tracker's target object patches and producing features for decision. In test stage, we utilize the decision probability as the weight to sum up both candidate tracker's bounding box as the final output. Note that the output bounding box are used as the initial position for both candidate trackers.
Finally, these features are concatenated and fed to softmax layers to get the decision probability.
During training, the ensemble controller needs a reward r(s t , a t ) from the environment after executing an action at every frame. In our SOT ensemble task, we heuristically find a reward definition for this problem: The algorithm for training the ensemble controller is described in Algorithm 1. The controller parameters W are first randomly initialized and two trackers' parameters are fixed throughout training. Then we input video frames from training set to trackers T 1 and T 2 to get target patches. The DC receives the two patches as input and outputs the probability distribution of actions. Afterwards, we can get the corresponding reward and move on to next state. At the last of one video, we compute gradients and update network parameters. We repeat this for all training videos in our dataset, and stop when it reaches the maximum number of epochs or the reward doesn't increase.
During test, the controller parameters W are fixed and no online fine-tuning is needed. In our work, we use the decision probability as the weight to combine the feed forward results of two candidate trackers. Afterwards, we utilize the combined bounding-box instead of trackers' own bounding-box in the current frame as the initial position for the next frame predication. Due to the small size of tracker ensemble controller, little extra time is needed for our ensemble approach. for a video V in datasets do 3: for frame = 1 to L in V do 4: Produce two tracker's target patches 5: Input target patches to controller network 6: Compute controller and output the probability 7: Sample action a from the policy probability distribution a t ∼ π θ (a t |s t ) 8: Calculate rewards based on Equation 5 9:
Get the ensemble bounding-box according to decision probability 10: if IoU chosen = 0 then 11: Restart both trackers with ground truth 12: end if 13: Update candidate trackers' initial position with the chosen one's bounding-box 14: end for 15: Update W using back propagation by Equation 4 16:
end for 17: until reward doesn't increase or reach the maximum number of the training epochs
C. TRACKER-DETECTOR SWITCHING CONTROLLER FOR MOT
The tracking-by-detection strategy dominates the MOT field for its high performance, but it can only achieve nearly 2∼3FPS speed, which is far from the requirement of real time online applications. A simple alternative method we called tracking-by-interval-detection is to detect one frame and track target objects for fixed length video frames. But fixing the detection interval causes performance decline since the single object tracker tends to drift when interval is too long. It receives cropped image patch from tracker's result and output activation to decide whether switching to local detector and reinitialize the tracker. In training stage, when the IoU of tracker's predict bounding box is zero, i.e. interruption, we will use the global detector to reinitialize the tracker. In test stage, when interruption, we will stop tracking process.
In this paper, we use the basic decision controller to intelligently decide when to detect or track.
The proposed switching controller, as shown in Fig. 4 , contains the basic decision controller, a single object tracker, a global detector and a local detector. At first, the target object's prediction patch is fed to controller network, and then the output passes through softmax layer to get the decision probability.
In training phase, the reward function of switching controller is defined as Equation 6 .
The IoU is defined the same as the SOT ensemble task above. At every frame, when the switching controller keeps tracking, the reward is IoU value between the tracker and ground truth. And when controller decides to switch to local detector, the reward changes to minus IoU for the reason that if IoU is small, the tracker's prediction tends to drift and we expect to switch to local detector rather than keep tracking. In special cases, i.e. IoU is zero, we set a penalty λ in order to avoid this interruption situation. The overall algorithm for training the switching controller for MOT is described in Algorithm 2. The controller parameters W are first randomly initialized, tracker and detectors' parameters are fixed throughout training. We start from the global detector D's target objects and use them as the initial templates for tracker T . Then, we input the following frame to tracker and get corresponding target patch. The switching controller uses the patch to predict action and we can calculate the reward based on the action and IoU. We update network parameters when a video ends. When it reaches the maximum number of epochs or the reward doesn't increase, the training procedure stops.
In test phase, our switching controller is used in trackingby-interval-detection MOT framework. In tracking interval, we choose the action with highest probabilities as the decision. We will keep tracking if we get a tracking decision. When we get a switching decision, we will use a local detector's result to restart the tracker, i.e. detecting the object around the previous frame's tracking position in the current for a trajectory S in datasets do 3: Start from global detector D
4:
for frame = 1 to L in S do 5: Compute controller and output the probability 6: Sample action a from the policy probability distribution a t ∼ π θ (a t |s t ) 7: if a = tracking then 8: Keep tracking 9: else if a = switching then 10: Restart with local detector D after tracking one frame 11: end if 12: Compute IoU
13:
if interruption then 14: Restart with global detector D 15: end if 16: Calculates rewards based on Equation 6 17:
end for 18: Update W using back propagation by Equation 4 19:
end for 20: until reward doesn't increase or reach the maximum number of the training epochs frame and using the detected object position to reinitialization the tracker. But when interruption, we will stop tracking process. After each tracking interval, we use a global detector to reinitialize all target objects. The controller need no online fine-tuning, so compared with the time-consuming detection process, the time of tracker and controller is very little. With our approach, we can achieve a real time MOT framework 10× faster than traditional tracking-by-detection framework.
IV. EXPERIMENT DETAILS
In the SOT tracker ensemble task, both candidate trackers are operated in Parallel. For our proposed high-performance VOLUME 7, 2019 ensemble-based tracker named RLE-top, we choose MDNet [18] and ECO [39] as the candidate trackers. For the light version we called RLE-realtime, we choose ECO-HC [39] and Siamese-RPN [22] . Note that the Siamese-RPN we used is trained only on VID dataset. The Visual Object Tracking challenge [2] is used to evaluate the proposed ensemble controller. During the offline training phase, our decision controller network is pre-trained using the recent released public dataset TinyTLP [40] and NFS [41] for training, since we need challenging videos to distinguish the performance of different candidate trackers.
In the MOT tracker-detector switching task, we use the detector and tracking-by-interval-detection baseline method modified from [5] . The local detector adopts the SSD framework [42] . And we use the efficient Siamese-FC [20] as single object tracker in the experiment. We test our switching controller on the recent introduced Multiple Object Tracking Benchmark [43] for pedestrian tracking. During the offline training phase, our decision controller network is pretrained using sequences from MOT2016 training set.
For the basic decision controller network, the architecture contains seven hidden layers including six convolution layers and one fully connected layer. The convolution layers except last one are identical to the corresponding parts of AlexNet [44] without the fully connected layers. The input to the network is a 224 × 224 RGB image patch. We use the pre-trained parameters of AlexNet from ImageNet task, while the weights of the last convolution layer and fully connected layer are updated using ADAM algorithm [45] . The learning rate is set to 10 −3 and the penalty λ is set to −10. For the reward function, the discount factor γ is set to 0.9 in tracker ensemble task, and in tracker-detector switching task it is set to 0.8.
The trained controller is directly applied to the test sequences without online fine-tuning. During testing, we only need to compute a single forward pass at every frame to make decisions, allowing us to construct real time applications.
We implement our decision controller in Python using the pytorch scientific computing platform. Besides, we reimplement Siamese-RPN and Siamese-FC tracker in pytorch too, and other trackers like MDNet, ECO, ECO-HC are reimplemented under MATLAB with MatConvNet toolbox. We use the CUDA backend and cuDNN accelerated library in our implementation for high-performance GPU acceleration. Our experiments are carried out on a workstation with one Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4690K 3.50GHz CPU, one NVIDIA TitanX GPU and 256GB of RAM.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, we will present experiments on VOT2016 and VOT2017, for the purpose of evaluating and comparing the proposed ensemble model with other state-of-the-art SOT approaches. Moreover, we will also discuss the efficiency and properties of tracker-detector switching controller for MOT.
A. EXPERIMENT ON VOT2016 1) QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
We compare our algorithm with the top trackers in VOT2016 challenge [3] : ECO [39] , CCOT [46] , TCNN [2] , ECO-HC [39] , SSAT [2] , MLDF [2] , and Staple [47] . Additional candidate trackers we used in the experiments: MDNet [18] and Siamese-RPN [22] .
As illustrated in Fig. 5 , our RLE-top tracker is ranked 1st overall, i.e. the first place in EAO, which outperforms all other trackers by a large margin. Meanwhile, the RLE-realtime tracker which can operate at 50FPS achieves We also conduct conventional ensemble methods for the same candidate trackers used in RLE-realtime. For comparison, when using the average bounding-box of two candidate trackers as the prediction target directly, named Ensemblemean as shown in Table 2 , we get a worse result than candidates. Note that the candidate trackers use their own current bounding-box as the initial position for next predication. As a modification version, we use an extra strategy, named Ensemble-mean-upd, that utilizes the average bounding-box instead of trackers' own bounding-box in current frame to predict in next frame which achieves a slightly improvement of just less than 1%. Experimental results show that the proposed tracker ensemble controller gets a huge advantage compared to conventional ensemble methods. 
2) QUALITATIVE RESULTS
To visualize the superiority of our controller, we compare our tracker ensemble controller qualitatively with two candidate trackers on challenging sample video sequences in VOT2016 (book, Fernando, girl) as already shown in Fig. 1 . The target in sequence book undergoes severe deformation, Siamese-RPN loss the target in #13 and ECO-HC cannot fit the scale change from #15. In contrast, the proposed tracker ensemble controller results in successful tracking in this sequence because the controller makes dynamic choices learned from reinforcement learning. Fernando is a video with attributes of pose variations and object occlusion and proposed method can handle these challenges while the compared candidate approaches cannot fit the target well. In background clutter of sequence girl, tracker ensemble controller tracks the target successfully while compared approaches drift. We can find that the controller prefers to choose the optimal tracker at each frame, instead of using the average result of candidate trackers directly or simply choosing the same tracker all the time, i.e. the one with higher accuracy for a video. It demonstrates that our approach learns a general policy to estimate the quality of different trackers and effectively handle the tracker ensemble problem.
B. EXPERIMENT ON VOT2017
We also compare our method against the best participants in the recent VOT2017 competition [4] . Table 3 reports performances of the top ranked trackers of the challenge, however, our ensemble-based tracker can still achieve stateof-the-art performance in the new challenge. For the RLEtop and the RLE-realtime we obtain, respectively, an EAO of 0.311 and 0.252. More importantly, the RLE-top and the RLE-realtime won 1st and 2rd places in accuracy. These results further demonstrate the powerful strength of our methods. 
C. EXPERIMENT ON MOT2016 1) QUANTITATIVE RESULTS
In the MOT tracker-detector switching task, we use the detector and tracking-by-detection method from POI [5] . In the tracking-by-detection method, the most time-consuming part is the detector which using about 500ms to detect one frame. The single object tracker and the association algorithm we used consuming nearly 26ms and 0.6ms per frame. So, detection in every frame, i.e. tracking-by-detection methods, can achieve only 2FPS speed which is far from real time applications. When we detect every 50 frames and during the interval we use the fast single object tracker to track the target objects respectively, i.e. tracking-by-interval-detection baseline, we can get a high speed MOT version that satisfies the real time requirement for about 27FPS. But fixing the detection interval causes performance severe decline since the single object tracker may drift in complex scenes.
Comparing to the baseline, our switching controller only introduces the basic decision controller and local detector with little time cost, i.e. 2ms and 1.2ms per frame. Therefore, our approach can still achieve real time at 25.5FPS under the configuration of 50 frames interval.
In Table 4 we compare our approach, in terms of MOTA, FP, FN, IDs and Frag with the baseline method in the MOT2016. We also compare our algorithm with trackers in MOT2016 challenge [43] : SMOT [48] , DP_NMS [26] , CEM [49] , TBD [50] , AMIR [51] , STAM16 [27] , and DMMOT [52] . It should be pointed out that the detector we used [5] in our work for tracking-by-interval-detection baseline and switching controller is different from the public detector used by these trackers in MOT2016 challenge [43] . So, the FP and FN in baseline and our switching controller are very different in quantity compare to these trackers. It is more convincing to compare our method with the trackingby-interval-detection baseline method. Our approach outper- form the baseline in all terms and achieves a relative gain of 7% in MOTA with nearly no additional computing cost. It demonstrates that our approach can make better switching decision than fixed-length switching. It is a good trade-off between accuracy and speed in MOT. Furthermore, the FP of our switching controller decreases by a large margin compare to the tracking-by-interval-detection baseline since it reduces the probability of false detection. Note that in tracking-byinterval-detection baseline, the single object tracker has to track the target in all frames between the interval even when the target lost or the previous bounding box drifts. But our controller can decide when to start local detector. When the target be found by the local detector, we reinitialize the tracker with detection result, otherwise, we stop the tracking process. With this strategy, we can improve the performance of tracking-by-interval-detection MOT framework.
The experimental results show that the proposed switching controller can help MOT framework be operated in real time with competitive performance.
2) QUALITATIVE RESULTS
To visualize the superiority of our method, we compare our switching controller qualitatively with tracking-byinterval-detection baseline on challenging video sequences in MOT2016. As illustrated in Fig. 6(a) , the controller makes switching decision when the result tends to drift which can reduce identity switches in MOT. Fig. 6(b) shows that the switching controller adaptively ends the tracking process when the target lost which can reduce the false positive. Our switching controller which can switch adaptively is more elegant than tracking-by-interval-detection baseline. It proves that our approach learns a general policy to estimate the quality of tracker's result in MOT dataset and effectively solves tracker-detector switching task. With our proposed controller, we can construct a real time online MOT framework for industry applications.
3) FAILURE CASES
To analysis the limits of our tracker-detector switching controller, we visualize some failure cases from the challenging videos in MOT2016. As shown in Fig. 7(a) , the controller did not make switching decision when the target is lost because the target object is too small. Fig. 7(b) shows that in serious background clutter sequence, the switching controller cannot make the right decision to restart detector. We will consider solving these problems in the future work by using more powerful backbone network.
D. EXPERIMENT ON MOT2017
We also compare our method against the baseline method and top trackers in the recent MOT2017. Table 5 reports performances of the trackers in the MOT2017 challenge: PHD_GSDL [53] , AM_ADM [54] , DMAN [52] and HAM_SADF [55] . It should be pointed out that the detector we used [5] in our work for tracking-by-interval-detection baseline and switching controller is different from the public detector used by these trackers in MOT2017. So, it is more convincing to compare our method with the tracking-byinterval-detection baseline method. Our approach also outperform the baseline in all terms with nearly no additional computing cost. These results further demonstrate the powerful strength of our methods. It is a good trade-off between accuracy and speed in tracking-by-interval-detection MOT.
VI. CONCLUSION
We propose a novel deep reinforcement learning based decision controller that can help both SOT tracker ensemble problem and MOT tracker-detector switching problem. The controller learns a general policy to estimate the quality of tracker's result during training process. Experimental results show that the controller for tracker ensemble achieves state-of-the-art performance in public tracking challenges VOT2016 and VOT2017. It proves that our learned policy effectively chooses the optimal tracker for a given tracking scenario in SOT tracker ensemble task which can be used to get a powerful ensemble tracker for the semi-supervised tagging system or speed-insensitive tasks. Meanwhile, we can use the switching controller to construct a real time MOT framework which only detects at essential frames for real time online industry applications. In the future, we will try to use more powerful backbone network for decision controller to further improve performance. And we will try to apply the proposed approach in industry applications such as humanmachine interaction system, intelligent surveillance system and autonomous driving. 
